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1. Organised and Efficient

I was able to juggle the various responsibilities

listed above all within the same time period, whilst

completing the dreaded IB programme.

2. Committed and Persistent

When it comes to haggling and getting onto them

swEET deALs, I never back down. Have you ever

managed to get £9 off your Kung Woo bill AND a

free Fanta despite using only broken Chinese to

communicate with the shop owner? Thought not.

3. Aptitude for Numbers

I'm no mathmo but engineering's a pretty decent

shout.

To work closely with the Corporate Relations

Officer and build relationships with local

businesses to bring you that taste of home

at discounted prices. Are you really going to

say no to extra discounts for Granny Ma’s

bubble tea or the Thai food truck? 

To bring you an absolutely bomb MFF and

CNY Lunch (especially for everyone who

missed the chance to attend this year!) 

To roll out the LiT CUMaS stash! And to

ensure that you can actually get stash that

can be worn in Malaysian weather too.

To ensure transparent, organised and

colour-coordinated accounting. I am going

to make the CUMaS financial statement look

so pretty you’ll want to frame it up on your

wall.

To keep event prices as low as possible.

Race Logistics Manager for the 24 Hour Race

KL 2018; managed the operation, finances and

suppliers for a student-led charity run that

raised over RM300,000 to fight against modern

slavery.

President of Student Council in High School;

organised and secured more funding for new

events like a whole-school trip to Sunway

Lagoon, social dance nights, a Christmas

Carnival and movie nights.

Secretary General of Logistics & Finance for

EosMUN 2018  

Proposer: Nicole Choong, 1st Year, Computer

Science, Gonville and Caius

Seconder: Natasha Tan, 2nd Year, Economics,

Pembroke

FOR TREASURER
2ND: WELFARE OFFICER

ABOUT ME
Heya! I’m a first year engineer at Gonville and Caius,

and I love frisbee, my two doggos, k-dramas and

discovering new places to eat. Although I can’t

take spicy food, I can assure you that my

Malaysianess definitely shows through my money

sense. My biggest financial achievement to date is

finding RM32.10 on the floor at only 8 years old*.

EXPERIENCES

WHY ME?

GOALS AS A TREASURER

*DISCLAIMER: I made sure to ask around to check if someone

dropped it before taking it!

CONTACT ME
Email; clyt3@cam.ac.uk
Instagram; @cla.rixxa
Facebook;  Clarissa Teh


